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If you learn best by doing, and what youâ€™re intent on doing is create stunning Web graphics with

Macromedia Fireworks 8, this is the place to turn. The best-selling tutorial book on Fireworks has

been completely updated to get you hands-on fast with all of the programâ€™s most important

features, including its newest: additional blend modes, support for special characters and

AutoShape properties, workflow improvements, and more. Through project-based lessons that

equal 16 to 20 hours of instruction, youâ€™ll cover the entire process of creating Web graphics with

Fireworks 8â€”from creating images to optimizing and exporting them. Simple step-by-step

instructions, loads of screen shots, and a CD with media files and a trial version of the program will

have you creating rollovers, pop-ups, and more in no time. Whether youâ€™re new to the world of

Fireworks graphics or a veteran user eager to tap the power of the latest version, youâ€™ll find the

trusted, Macromedia-certified instruction you need in these pages.
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Before I purchased this book, I was a complete newbie when it came to graphical softwares. I had

no idea what book to get. Fireworks 8 was brand new at the time, and there weren't many available

tutorials for it, nevermind reviews.I decided on FW8: Training from the Source from basing the

series' integrity on the reviews for FW7: Training from the Source, which were fantastic. Otherwise, I

would not have bought this book. Just the concept of learning something from the actual company,

seemed monotonous and mundane. I expected a boring manual. :/When the book finally arrived, I



was seriously impressed with the general presentation and easy-to-understand explanation for

beginners. I had read several tutorials of web languages and other programs like DW before, but

this book was extremely precise and thorough with the instructions. It also has a lot of pictures,

which is something I always cherish.The tutorial also comes packed with a CD, including graphical

elements you will manipulate and incorporate into your lessons. This is highly efficient, because you

have the exact same image the author is refering to. Other books would just order you to fish for

photos online, resulting in tedious time consumption and disimilar results.The book slowly works you

up from the ground from art editing to hotspot tools. Eventually through the process, you'll create the

exemplified website from the book, which looks fantastic and professional for a ma-and-pa candy

store.However, there is one monumental flaw in either the book or the graphical software. Websites

designed in Fireworks 8 are incompatible with non-Internet Explorer browsers.
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